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is on the larger socio-historical context of deathways shared among many American groups. Deathways encompasses the whole cultural system of
The Historical Archaeology
mortuary behavior, involving emotion, ideology,
symbolism, technology, and economy. Whether
of Mortuary Behavior:
traditional, popular, innovative, or elite, deathways
Coffin Hardware from
are the customs, rituals, etiquette, and material culture considered appropriate to the treatment and
Uxbridge, Massachusetts
disposal of the dead (cf. Huntington and Metcalf
1979:17-20, 184-1 86).
ABSTRACT
The recovery of decorative coffin fittings from
geographically and socially diverse archaeological
A popular cultural trend developed in late 18th- and
contexts suggests a pervasive material shift that
19th-century American mortuary practices. Called “the
paralleled
changes in popular attitudes toward
beautificationof death,” this Romantic movement idealized
death and heaven through ideological, behavioral, and death and burial in industrializing America. Simimaterial transformations.The appearance of mass-produced lar forms of mass-produced coffin hardware have
coffin hardware in archaeological contexts throughout been reported throughout North America and are
North America may be linked with this popular movement.
common at archaeological sites dating after the
Archaeological recovery of mass-produced coffin hardware
and glass view plates, from cemeteries spanning a range of mid-19th century. This distribution testifies to desocioeconomic contexts, demonstrates that certain aspects velopments in technology, marketing strategies,
of popular culture were so pervasive as to find expression, and transportation. More importantly, the ubiquity
albeit dilute, at even the lowest level of society. The of coffin hardware indicates that similar material
presence of decorated coffins at the Uxbridge Almshouse
items were not only popular, but considered apBurial Ground, as at other cemeteries associated with
propriate
for the burial of the dead by many social
socioeconomically marginal groups, also suggests that archaeological interpretations that unquestioningly equate and economic groups. The broad archaeological
socioeconomic status directly to coffin embellishment need distribution of similar material items, specific to a
to be reviewed in light of socio-historical developments mortuary context, not only suggests that a material
relating to mass consumption and popular culture in indusshift had occurred in 19th-century America, but
trializing America.
that these objects are the embodiment of a shared
ideology.
Introduction
A popular cultural trend, known as “the beauCemetery investigations by historical archaeol- tification of death,” developed in the late 18th and
ogists have brought to light an immediate and pre- 19th century. It was characterized by ritualized beviously untapped source of data on American mor- havior and material objects that idealized death and
tuary behavior. While historians have studied heaven and prolonged the mourning and memoriwritten accounts of funerals and have shown an alization of the dead (Douglas 1975:56; Jackson
interest in surviving examples of related material 1977a:298; Stannard 1979:44; Farrell 1980:4-5;
culture, archaeological evidence from the grave Pike and Armstrong 1980:16). Nevertheless, broad
provides direct and compelling evidence of mortu- patterns of mortuary behavior, such as the beautiary behavior among many social classes. Strides fication of death outlined by social historians, tend
have also been made toward characterizing the na- to exclude the interesting and significant differture of health, morbidity, and mortality among a ences in deathways of socially marginal classes
range of social and economic groups (e.g., Lange and other divergent groups. Historical research
and Handler 1985:19-22,25-27; Reitz et al. 1985: that does address deathways out of the mainstream
178-183; Rose 1985a; Parrington et al. 1986; of American society is wanting for details in the
Rose and Rathbun 1987;Wesolowsky 1988,1989a, few documentary sources available (Riis 1890:
1989b). The emphasis in this article, however, 177; Hoffman 1919:27, 41; Kleinberg 1977:202,
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204-205; Buckley 1980:123; Ames 1981:651;
Goodwin 1981; Clark 1987;Bell 1987:61-69). Archaeologically recovered mortuary assemblages
can provide information, lacking in documentary
history, on the deathways of many social and economic groups. Research on the Uxbridge Almshouse Burial Ground, for example, characterized
the burial practices associated with a socially and
economically marginal group dependent on political structures for economic relief (Elia and Wesolowsky 1989).
Archaeological investigations at historical American cemeteries, focused on traditional death practices among ethnic or economic groups, often fail
to recognize the broad impact of popular culture
that shaped specific material expressions of mortuary behavior. Mortuary and other behavioral
phenomena are often described in terms of disCrete, well-defined, and steadfastly maintained
ethnic or economic boundaries. Such models often
lack the means to show how groups interacted
with, participated in, and contributed to larger cultural traditions. By viewing archaeological assemblages in the socio-historical context of 19th-century American mortuary behavior, archaeologists
are uniquely able to define the parameters of popular culture of that era within the sphere of traditional deathways practiced by particular social or
economic groups.
Mass-produced coffin hardware has been interpreted by historical archaeologists as an indication
of socioeconomic rank (cf. Thomas et al. 1977:
410-417; Woodall 1983:17-19; Hacker-Norton
and Trinkley 1984:51; Trinkley and HackerNorton 1984:13-15; Rose and Santeford 1985b:
135-136, 1985c:156; Bell 1987:15-18, 1989:
340-343; Parrington 1987:57-58; Owsley et al.
1988:90). Drawing from a common disciplinary
background in prehistoric archaeology and anthropology , historical archaeologists have viewed coffin hardware as analogous to grave goods in preindustrial cultures. Variable mortuary assemblages
are interpreted as evidence of differential rank.
Mass-produced and mass-marketed coffin hardware, however, was inexpensive. It was utilized
by many socioeconomic classes and not limited to
middle-class or upper-class burials. The presence
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of coffin hardware at sites used to bury nutritionally deficient, physically stressed, low-status
groups emphasizes the unsatisfactory and inconsistent conclusions that have been brought forward
regarding coffin hardware as an unequivocal indication of high rank.
The beautification of death, an historical paradigm that might be considered equivalent to an
archaeological horizon (Willey and Phillips 1958:
32-33), effectively summarizes a large-scale cultural trend. When regarded as an archaeological
horizon, the beautification of death is reflected
materially in the use of decorative, mass-produced
coffin hardware. The interpretation of mass-produced coffin hardware as material evidence of the
beautification of death is advantageous since it
may serve as a point of departure for the archaeological study of a significant cultural trend.
Mass-produced objects may reflect an aspect of
popular culture and function as a strategy of mediating or masking socioeconomic differences.
Mass-produced objects are symbolic of apparent
wealth; they serve to impart a sense of socioeconomic stature that was not otherwise attainable.
Only the middle or upper classes could obtain actually expensive, hand-produced items (cf. Trachtenberg 1982:150; Williams 1982:92). The symbolic function of mass-produced objects, when
cast against their role in the popular culture of
19th-century death practices, may account for the
appearance of coffin hardware in the graves of
low-status, 19th-century groups.
At the Uxbridge Almshouse Burial Ground, a
19th-century paupers’ cemetery in southeastern
Massachusetts, the recovery of decorative, massproduced coffin hardware was initially viewed as
an anomaly. No such decorative objects were expected at a paupers’ cemetery containing the remains of people from the lowest social and economic class. Interpreting the variable mortuary
assemblages at the Uxbridge site as a function of
differential socioeconomic rank was considered
unproductive, given the absolute poverty of the
Uxbridge paupers. Interpretations of common coffin accouterments as culturally significant of rank
obscure the real nature of socioeconomic disparity
at cemeteries used by or for low-status people.
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Mortuary Behavior in 19th-Century America

FIGURE 1 Location of the Uxbridge Almshouse Burial
Ground (after United States Geological Survey [Blackstone, Massachusetts, Quadrangle] 1979)

Research into 19th-century mortuary behavior provided a context within which to understand the
small sample of decorative, mass-produced coffin
hardware and glass view plates from Uxbridge as
evidence of a larger cultural trend related to the
behavioral and material transformation of a way of
life and death.
The opportunity for research, excavation, and
analyses of materials recovered from the Uxbridge
Almshouse Burial Ground was provided by the rediscovery of the site within the proposed rightof-way for the relocation of Route 146 through
southeastern Massachusetts (Figure 1). The highway project was carried out by the Massachusetts
Department of Public Works, with additional funding from the Federal Highway Administration. Under the direction of Ricardo J. Elia, the Office of
Public Archaeology at Boston University excavated the Uxbridge site in 1985. Elia (1986, 1988,
1989a:1-15) has documented the background of
the project in greater detail, and the research results are more fully described in the final report of
investigations (Elia and Wesolowsky 1989).

A popular ideology, called the beautification of
death, began in the late 18th century (cf. Douglas
1975:65-68; Jackson 1977b:5;Pike and Armstrong
1980:16). A related movement occurred in England
and on the Continent (Jones 1967; Morley 1971;
Gittings 1984). Closely aligned with the Romantic
movement, the beautification of death was essentially an ideational shift accompanied by social and
material transformations. Late 18th- and 19th-century Americans, unlike their 17th- and early to
mid- 18th-century counterparts, viewed death and
heaven in a sentimental light (Douglas 1975:56;
Jackson 1977a:298; Stannard 1979:44; Farrell
1980:4-5; Pike and Armstrong 1980:16). The
movement was manifest in the creation of bucolic,
landscaped cemeteries, such as Mt. Auburn Cemetery in Cambridge, Massachusetts, and Greenwood Cemetery in Brooklyn New YOrk (French
1975; Stannard 1979). Perhaps the best-known Social expression of the beautification of death was the
practice of high mourning among middle-class Victorians. Public mourning became protracted and
increasingly formalized and expensive, reaching a
pinnacle of ostentation toward the close of the 19th
century. By the time this lugubrious period was on
the decline (Farrell 1980:5), funeral reform societies began to appear (e.g., Hoffman 1919:26,41).
The history of funeral directing describes the
emergence of a full-time specialist from more generalized occupations. Death and burial involved not
only friends and family, but also a number of skilled
individuals. Among these were cabinetmakers
(who made coffins); ‘‘layersout of the dead” (often
women who prepared corpses for viewing and
burial); sextons (who oversaw more public aspects
of funeral ritual, such as supplying coffins and
appropriate accouterments, tolling church bells,
digging graves, and presiding over funerals and
interment);and municipal officers such as coroners,
superintendents of burial grounds, and registrars of
deaths. Many of these tasks were often carried out
by a single person (Habenstein and Lamers 1955:
227-249). The creation of the professional funeral
director in the late 19th century capitalized on
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widely held public perceptions concerning faith in
science, technology, and the need for specialized
knowledge. The late 19th- and 20th-century popularity of embalming and the relocation of the dead
from the family parlor to the funeral parlor reflected
‘‘an increased concern for appearances in a consumer culture, a strong and widely publicized sanitary movement, surgical pretensions in an age of
respected medicine, [and] a privitization of the
home” (Farell 1980:7).
While the emergence of the funeral directing
profession was in many ways responsible for fostering the elaborate nature of funerals into the late
19th century and beyond, the artifacts associated
with late 18th- and 19th-century deathways provide evidence of change in popular attitudes toward death. The beautification of death appeared
materially in the use of elaborate mourning
clothes, decorative mortuary art, ornamental burial
containers, and ornate memorial statuary. During
this period, mortuary artifacts incorporated classical, biblical, natural, and Romantic motifs, such as
seraphs, urns, draped columns, lambs, symbolic
flora such as willows, oaks, and evergreens, and
deeply grieving mourners. Such motifs departed
from earlier depictions of skeletons brandishing
scythes or holding hourglasses, as seen on gravestones, mourning rings, palls, and printed broadsides from the 17th and 18th centuries. Spoons and
gloves given as funerary tokens in the 17th and
18th centuries also suggest antecedents to the profusion of late 18th- and 19th-century mortuary artifacts, but these earlier death-related artifacts lack
the characteristic “melancholy beauty” (Farrell
1980:34) of the material culture associated with the
beautification of death (cf. Concord Antiquarian
Society 1967; Deetz and Dethlefsen 1967; Earle
1973:365; Schorsch 1976; Pike and Armstrong
1980; Fairbanks and Trent 1982:313-324).
The beautification of death created a social context for the production of funeral-related material
culture. The combined forces of mass production
and the professionalization of the funeral director
eventually gave rise to a fully commercialized funeral industry. Mass-produced coffin hardware, including coffin handles, hinges, plaques, lid fasten-
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ers, lid lifters, and tacks, were made specifically for
use on coffins. The ornate styles of mass-produced
coffin hardware paralleled the sentimental styles so
typical of other objects associated with 19th-century mourning. The symbolic representation of the
beautification of death inherent in mass-produced
coffin hardware can be appreciated in contrast to
the plain or restrained styles common to hand-finished handles and plaques made before the mid19th century (e.g., Fellows n.d. [ca. 18501). Handles, nameplates or escutcheons, and tacks used on
coffins were not 19th-century innovations, but the
degree of coffin embellishment peaked during that
period with the use of both highly ornamented and
specialized, mass-produced items (for earlier, especially 18th-century examples, see Habenstein
and Lamers 1955:255-257; Watkins 1962:31;Concord Antiquarian Society 1967; Noel Hume 1969:
158; Bell 1987:54-55). In contrast to the 18thcentury use of generalized hardware forms on
coffins &e., tacks or hinges that would not be out
of place on household furniture), 19th-centurycoffin builders used hinges, tacks, and other fittings
that were specifically designed to be used in a mortuary context.
The ubiquity of mass-produced coffin hardware
was the result of technological improvements in
metal-working machinery that essentially replaced
hand finishing; the appearance of inexpensive,
malleable alloys such as white metal (also called
paktong or German silver) and Britannia metal
made decorative coffin hardware affordable to a
larger market (Smith 1974:23-25). Illustrated
merchandising or trade catalogues, which seem to
have first appeared in the United States around the
middle of the 19th century (Nelson 1980:iii-ix;
McKinstry 1984:xi), influenced popular tastes in
hardware styles. Improvements in transportation
throughout the 19th century account for the wide
geographical distribution of the objects. These
transformations in technology, marketing, and
transportation can only be fully understood, however, when viewed in the context of cultural
changes that define the beautification of death.
Stylistically and functionally, mass-produced coffin hardware was clearly a material aspect of the
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beautification of death. Molded in symbolic and (Payne and Thomas 1988:18), North Carolina
sentimental decorative motifs and culturally spe- (Woodall 1983:8, 15), South Carolina (Combes
cific for a mortuary context, mass-produced coffin 1974:54; South 1979:19, 23; Hacker-Norton and
hardware perpetuated the identity of the deceased Trinkley 1984; Trinkley and Hacker-Norton 1984:
with nameplates and more generic plaques; embel- 9-12; Orser et al. 1987, 1:398-413), Georgia
lished burial containers; and provided a means to (Thomas et al. 1977:416-417; Blakely and Beck
present and view the deceased by enabling hinged 1982:192, 202; Garrow 1987), Arkansas (Rose
coffin lid sections to be lifted or removed. Memo- 1985b), Louisiana (Owsley et al. 1988:29, 31, 38,
rialization and display of the dead in a beautified 83), Texas (Fox 1984:40, 43; Taylor et al. 1986),
manner, such as in a decorative coffin, are char- Oklahoma (Ferguson 1983:11, 15), California
acteristic of the beautification of death. See Pike (Leonardi 1986; Costello and Walker 1987:9, 1415), Oregon (Brauner and Jenkins 1980:144-152,
(1980:642) for a useful typology.
The trend toward more decorative coffins can passim), and Washington (Wegars et al. 1983).
also be seen in the use of plate glass on coffin lids, Coffin glass view plates, in oval, trapezoidal, and
through which the face of the deceased could be rectangular shapes, have been recovered throughviewed. While this particular innovation was used out the United States and in Canada (Combes
as early as 1848 (Habenstein and Lamers 1955: 1974:54; Brauner and Jenkins 1980:30, 31, 148;
263, cited in Rose and Santeford 1985a:68), glass Finnigan 1981:41, 45; McReynolds 1981:43-44,
view plates are commonly found at cemeteries dat- 50-51; Blakely and Beck 1982:188, 202; Paring after the mid-19th century. Glass view plates rington 1984:13; Rose and Santeford 1985a:58,
may simply reflect efforts to ornament burial con- 90, 114; Rose 1985b:189-193; Taylor et al. 1986:
tainers, or their use may be related to concerns 41, 45; Bell 1987:128-129, 1989:368; Orser et al.
about disease, fear of apparent death, or the in- 1987, 3:93-106; Payne and Thomas 1988:17, 18,
creasing importance placed on display of the dead 21). Whether or not glass view plates were simply
(Farrell 1980:7; Aries 1982:397-404; Mytum decorative coffin features, they were popular ob1989:288). Unlike the specially designed coffin jects, as shown by their archaeological distribuhardware, mass-produced by machine, rectangular tion. The rectangular examples recovered from
glass view plates could be fashioned by local cof- Uxbridge and from Saskatchewan (Finnigan 1981,
fin makers from windowpane stock. Oval or trap- James T. Finnigan 1986, pers. comm.) do not apezoidal view plates recovered from some cemeter- pear to be mass-produced, per se, but rather were
ies may be more specialized forms.
possibly cut from windowpane stock and fitted by
Whether brought about through the persuasion the coffin maker.
of enthusiastic funeral directors or less formally by
The context of late 18th- and 19th-century morfamily members who saw mass-produced coffin tuary behavior has been linked to the advent of an
trimmings in merchandising catalogs at the local industrialized way of life. “The nineteenth century
general store, material aspects of the beautification brought dramatic change and extreme social stress.
of death became widely popular. Evidence for the Struggling to live in an uncertain world, Ameripopularity of mass-produced coffin hardware and cans retreated. They idealized and sanctified the
glass view plates is found in their wide geograph- home, the family, and the women who formed
them” (Pike and Armstrong 1980:16; cf. Morley
ical distribution.
Similar styles of coffin hardware have been 1971:7). Similarly, death and heaven were idealfound at archaeological sites across the United ized in popular literature. Heaven “became a doStates, including sites in Massachusetts (Faulkner mesticated haven, a place where all would be welet al. 1978:20-22; Bell 1987:106-137, 1989:351- comed home” (Pike and Armstrong 1980:17; cf.
370), New York (Olafson 1985; Spencer J. Turkel Douglas 1975:65-68; Stannard 1979:44,46; Far1986, pers. comm.), Pennsylvania (Parrington rell 1980:5; Ames 1981:653). The transformation
1984:10), Maryland (Rhodes 1987:7-8), Delaware was linked closely with larger social changes:
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While Heaven became a more comfortable place, earth had
become a less comfortable one. The trauma of uncertainty
and change affected the lives of all Americans in the
nineteenth century. In the practice of increasingly ritualized
mourning customs, they found themselves able to express
not only their grief, but their moral and spiritual values as
well (pike and Armstrong 198017).

by the loss of group members (cf. Goody 1975;
Stannard 1975; Huntington and Metcalf 1979;
Yentsch 1981; Brooke 1988:464). When controlled by authority, such as a town or the state,
funeral ritual could be exclusionary, seeking to set
off one group from another by reserving certain
Morley (1971) traced the appearance of the aspects of ritual for the elite. The selective interbeautification of death to the interplay of industri- weaving of popular innovations in mortuary paraphernalia with long-standing, traditional rituals
alization and socioeconomic upheaval:
was one way that social groups participated in popThe Industrial Revolution brought wealth and death, impar- ular culture without relinquishing group identity.
tiality in their distribution was not observed.
Similar. responses in other social events contrib. . . A new rural and urban middle class arose, accomuted
to a pluralistic American culture (cf. Burke
panied by a new class of rural and urban poor.
1978:23-64;
St. George 1988:11).
. . . An intense social competition was generated . . .
[and] the urge towards visible display found ever more
opulent expression.
. . . [T]o secure the double crown of respectabilityin life,
and salvation after it, became the aim of the typical
Victorian.
. . . [I]t was thought as necessary to maintain the
standards of one’s class in death as in life, and, if possible,
even to use death as a means of further social advancement.
This feeling was present with the lowest classes (Morley
1971:10-11).

“Fit, Proper and Rational”: Poverty, Death,
and Burial in Uxbridge, Massachusetts

The almshouse system was viewed by the Uxbridge Town Selectmen as a humanitarian effort to
provide care for the poor and as a pragmatic means
of supporting the poor at the lowest possible cost.
Morley (1971:11) went on to give examples of One Uxbridge committee concluded in 1870 that
these common concerns among England’s poor, “it seems fit, proper and rational, for the Town to
saving money to ensure against the disgrace of a have an Asylum for the Poor, a place for the Needy
pauper’s grave. A similar anecdote can be related and destitute, it is a humane and laudable act, on
from Easton, Massachusetts (Chaffin 1886:449). the part of the Town” (Uxbridge, Town of,
To retain social respectability among the living, it [1848-1870]:456). This passage captures much of
was necessary to avoid the mortification of burial the philosophy relating to the mortuary treatment
at public expense. Morley (1971:10) observed that of the Uxbridge paupers during the time that the
“the connexion between death and poverty was burial ground was in use (1831-1872): the burial
close . . . [P]overty made it necessary to portray of the poor took place in a context that was “fit,
death as the only way to taste even the basic ne- proper and rational” in the eyes of the Overseers
cessities of life.”
of the Poor, commensurate with the poor’s marIn selecting decorative, sentimental trappings ginal status. Poor relief in Uxbridge was shaped by
that represented the beautification of death, late the limitations of the state system of municipal
18th- and 19th-century Americans assimilated cer- reimbursement, as well as by what the town was
tain aspects of this popular movement into their willing to pay.
traditional death practices. By transforming their
The structure of the poor relief system in Uxway of death, the new ideology and material cul- bridge, as in other 19th-century American commuture of the beautification of death allowed 19th- nities, was influenced by many views, sometimes
century Americans to find comfort in the loss of a complementary, sometimes contradictory. The
way of life as it helped to overcome the grief nat- broad if somewhat vague notions of Christian charurally associated with the loss of the living. Tra- ity or Yankee frugality, for example, were both
ditional death practices reinforced group cohesive- present when decisions were made on how to proness; funerals helped mend the social fabric torn vide for the “worthy” poor. In Uxbridge, the sep-
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aration of the needy and the unfortunate into
“worthy” and “unworthy” paupers related to the
nature of economic support the town was willing to
provide (Cook 1988:4-5, 1989:71-76) and mirrors the increasing segmentation of class in 19thcentury America. Previous to the establishment of
the almshouse, Uxbridge was able to support its
poor by providing food, fuel, rent, and labor to
residents who required assistance; people without
housing were boarded with town families.
The industrialization of the Blackstone River
Valley, in which Uxbridge is located, shifted the
economic base from a labor, credit, and barter system to one based on labor and cash. Other aspects
of regional industrialization played a role in the
increasing demand for economic relief among
many segments of the community. Cook (1989:
60-64) demonstrated that the development of the
almshouse in Uxbridge followed the establishment
of similar institutions across the Commonwealth
and in other places, where a growing population of
the poor put a strain on existing structures of support. The creation of a “poor farm,” “town
farm,” or “poor house,” terms by which the Uxbridge Alsmhouse was also known (Elia 1989a:
15), perhaps also embodied certain Romantic Values: the idealization of the home and the
therapeutic benefits of work at a rural farm while
living with other inmates and the superintendent as
in a fictive family (Cook 1989:81-82). A centralized institution allowed more efficient control over
the unworthy poor and their attendant expenses.
Only the worthy poor continued to receive assistance away from the town farm (Cook 1988:5).
The Uxbridge Almshouse, like many Massachusetts almshouses, was located away from the town
center, near the town’s legal boundary (Cook
1989:64; Ricardo J. Elia 1987, pers. comm.). The
unworthy poor were institutionalized, kept literally
at the margins of town society, and symbolically
excluded at their death by burial in a pauper’s
grave.
Pauper burials were meant to provide decent,
Christian interments for those who could not afford
them (Hoffman 1919:23-26). According to Hoffman (1919:20) in his treatise on Pauper Burials
and the Interment of the Dead in Large Cities,
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pauper burials were simply “interment[s] at public
expense” and were generally but not exclusively
characterized by minimal funerary treatment (see
Elliot 1858:205-211; Earle 1977:34; Bell 1987:
61-69). Interments were often made in plain and
simple wooden coffins, brought in a wagon rather
than in a hearse to sections of cemeteries set aside
for paupers or buried in “potters’ fields” in urban
areas. The locations of paupers’ graves were often
indicated by simple markers such as those made of
wood (e.g., Hoffman 1919:47-51; Wigginton
1973:318; Leveillee et al. 1981:11; Jordan 1982:
41-43). Pauper burial grounds, wrote Ames
(1981:651), were “symbolic and visible manifestations of hierarchical social order. ” Kleinberg
(1977:203) concurred that areas set aside in cemeteries for the burial of paupers “reflected and
perpetuated class differences by relegating the
poor to undesirable sections and by denying to
paupers the right to memorial of their death or
resting place.”
Paupers who were interred at the Uxbridge Almshouse Burial Ground came from disparate backgrounds. Wesolowsky’s (1988, 1989a, 1989b)
analyses indicated the presence of at least two
blacks and one Native American among the mostly
white majority. The cemetery population is an institutional sample, represented by a bimodal distribution of elderly and infirm adults and pre-adolescent children and infants. People who died
destitute at the almshouse, and likely other people
(such as an unidentified vagrant) who could not
pay the costs associated with burial, were interred
by the Town of Uxbridge (Cook 1989:75).
The economic and humanitarian rationale of Uxbridge’s poor relief system, to provide care for the
poor at the lowest possible cost, is embodied in the
minimal funerary treatment of paupers. The mention of watching, washing, and dressing the dead
in town documents identifies traditional mortuary
activities that were carried out in certain cases.
Tantalizingly short references found by Cook
(1989:106; see Bell 1987:93-95) to “digging
graves” and “attending funerals” may have
summed up what were possibly quite perfunctory
graveside ceremonies.
Burial containers for the poor were purchased by
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the town, mostly from a man who also made and
repaired furniture for the almshouse (Uxbridge,
Town of, 1841-1868:18 February 1847, 20 February 1852). These Selectmen’s records indicate
that coffin prices varied from a low of less than
$2.00 in 1845 (the figure given was for “dig[g]ing
[a] grave & [for] a box”) to a high of $6.00 in
1867. The usual figure between 1841 and the
1860s was $4.50. (The rise of coffin prices in the
mid-1860s was probably the result of widespread
economic change during and after the Civil War.)
Minor differences in coffin prices evident in town
records may also reflect variations in coffin size or
style, may indicate discounts given on volume purchases, or may be related to price variations that
could be expected when different purveyors supplied coffins to the town. The fact that the person
who provided most of the coffins for the town also
supplied and repaired furniture for the almshouse,
as well as Hansen’s (1989:489) identification of
wood used for coffin construction, strongly suggests that the chestnut, pine, and yellow poplar
coffins were made locally.
Considering the economic stricture imposed by
Uxbridge and the limited level of reimbursement
set by the Commonwealth in the care and burial of
the poor (Cook 1988:4-5, 1989:71-76), it comes
as no surprise that paupers were generally interred
at the site in simple, inexpensive coffins. In the
austere context of pauper burials, the more ostentatious expressions of the beautification of death
would have, in fact, been considered a ludicrous,
if lamentable, situation (Elliot 1858:209-211).

The Archaeological Evidence of
Burial in Uxbridge
Of the 31 graves at the Uxbridge site, 16 were
marked with granite quarry spalls or unmodified
fieldstone. The permanent commemoration of individuals was not generally followed at this burial
ground since a little under half of the graves appear
to have been unmarked, and all but one of the
graves were marked anonymously. Only one traditional headstone, carved from white limestone,
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was present at the site (Elia 1988:11-14, 1989b:
34-36).
The range of variation in the artifacts recovered
from the graves at the Uxbridge site is remarkable
only for the general lack of highly ornamented
burial containers. By and large, the coffins provided for the pauper burials at Uxbridge were quite
plain. With the exception of two rectangular burial
containers, the graves contained coffins that were
hexagonal or roughly so (Figure 2). While in a
majority of cases the shape of the container was
apparent to excavators, smaller details eluded observation. Deterioration of the coffin wood obliterated carpentry details, save for the fortuitous
preservation of a single coffin lid fragment with a
beveled edge. Consequently, the hardware from
the graves provided most of the data for an analysis
of burial practices at the site.
The mortuary assemblages from 17 of the graves
(55%) consisted simply of wooden coffin fragments, a handful of cut nails (and sometimes a half
dozen or fewer screws), and often one or two common brass hinges (Figure 3d-g). Fourteen graves
(45%) contained stylistically specialized, or otherwise unusual, hardware fittings. These items included mass-produced coffin hardware, such as
white metal coffin hinges and white metal coffin
lid screws and tacks molded in complex designs;
white metal coffin hardware was found in 12
graves or nearly 39 percent of the graves (Graves
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 11, 14, 16, 17, 20, 28, and 30; see
Figure 2). Other artifacts found at the site included
two rectangular glass view plates (from Graves 1
and 12); five brass tacks (from Grave 27); a brass
hook-and-eye fastener (from Grave 12); and five
coffin fabric-lining (or covering) tacks, one of
white metal (Grave 2), three possible lining tacks
of iron or alloy (Graves 12 and 20), and one possible lining tack made of copper or alloy (Grave 4).
Straight pins and clothing fasteners were found at
the site, as were a few brick fragments and small
sherds of refined white earthenware and redware.
The cast plate glass used to fashion coffin view
plates and the hardware recovered during excavation were commonly available at general merchandise stores (cf. Clark 1964:228-229; HackerNorton and Trinkley 1984). Hacker-Norton and
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FIGURE 4 Conjectural reconstruction of hinged and
divided burial container lid styles based on in situ hinge
positions

FIGURE 3 Hinge styles recovered at Uxbridge White
metal hinges a, coffin butt hinge (Grave 1); b-c, doweltype hinge (Grave 30) [b, obverse, c, reverse] Brass butt
hinges d, Grave 12 (this example is rusted closed), e,
Grave 19 (with iron wood screws), f, Grave 10 (with brass
brads), g, Grave 8 (with iron wood screws)

Trinkley (1984:35-37) list wholesale prices for
coffin screws and tacks at less than half a cent each
(cf. Peck and Walter Manufacturing Company
1853:31; Orser et al. 1987, 1:413), probably what
they cost in Uxbridge. The materials used for Uxbridge coffin construction were not expensive, but
the cost of labor involved in building coffins is not
known. The archaeologically recorded position of
hinges suggests that at least three styles of hinged
and divided coffin lids were made (Figure 4). One
form of coffin lid opened up and forwards toward
the feet (Figure 4a); another kind opened like a pair
of window shutters (Figure 4b); a third type of lid

seems to have opened up and back toward the head
of the coffin (Figure 4c). Two of these forms (Figure 4a-b) are known historically from surviving
examples, from patent models, and from depictions in 19th-century documents (Concord Antiquarian Society 1967:Catalogue No. 57; Jones
1967:75; Pike and Armstrong 1980:151).
A close scrutiny of the container fittings reveals
that coffins for the Uxbridge poor were sometimes
made with a limited attention to detail and a general lack of fine craftsmanship. Two coffin lids
bore only a single hinge (Graves 8 and 30); Grave
10 had two different sized hinges; the slots of some
coffin screws were severely damaged or stripped
(Figure 6e); and, most telling, the articulation of
some bodies strongly suggests that decedents were
frequently provided with ill-fitting coffins. Wesolowsky (1989a:183) has suggested that “the
practice may indicate that coffins were not custommade to fit the individual, but rather more or less
standard sizes were on hand; and if the coffin was
a little too narrow for the late departed, a little
effort on the part of those preparing the corpse for
burial would resolve the matter.”
None of the artifacts found with the burials contradicts the historical evidence that the burial
ground was probably used between 1831 and 1872
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(Cook 1989:58-60, 63-71; Elia 1989c:381-383);
diagnostic features of grave markers, nails, wood
screws, coffin hardware, clothing fasteners, and
the few small ceramic sherds all indicate that the
interments span the middle of the 19th century.
Attempts to seriate the graves based on general
manufacturing dates of these items proved unsuccessful, as the presence or absence of certain artifacts may have resulted from factors other than
date of interment, e.g., the use of whatever hardware and coffins were on hand (cf. Habenstein and
Lamers 1955:243-244; Hacker-Norton and Trinkley 1984:44, 48-50). White metal coffin hinges
(Figures 3a-c and 5), in particular the styles recovered from Uxbridge, are depicted in hardware catalogues as early as 1861 to as late as 1904 (Sargent
and Company 1861:107, 1866:129, 1869:155,
1871:277, 1904:46; Russell and Erwin Manufacturing Company 1865:332; Hawley Brothers Hardware Company 1884:409). Coffin screws and
tacks (Figures 6 and 7), some identical to the Uxbridge examples, are described or illustrated in
manufacturers' trade catalogues from as early as
1853 (Peck and Walter Manufacturing Company
1853:31) until at least 1877 (Hacker-Norton and
Trinkley 1984:49-50). Since the styles of massproduced coffin hardware recovered from -''
bridge appeared in the mid-19th century, only the
burial containers manufactured after ca. 1850
would evidence such items. This factor, the terminus post quem of mass-produced coffin hardware,
certainly modified the incidence of embellished
coffins, given the limited temporal span ofthe uxbridge series (ca. 1831-1872).
Among all the mortuary assemblages from the
site, three graves (Graves 1, 12, and 30) contained
the remains of more elaborate coffins. Cluster
analyses run on the cemetery sample consistently
singled out Graves 1, 12, and 30 for the aboveaverage amount of coffin furniture. Coffin furniture from Grave 1 included two white metal hinges
mounted onto a divided lid outfitted with a rectangular glass view plate. The coffin had 16 white
metal coffin screws and 29 matching coffin tacks.
The coffin from Grave 12 originally had two small
brass hinges on a divided coffin lid with a rectangular glass view plate. The Grave 12 coffin also
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FIGURE 5 White metal coffin hinges, identical to Uxbridge forms, illustrated in 19th-century hardware catalogues (a-b, Russell and Erwin Manufacturing Company
[I865 332]; c-d, Sargent and Company [1871:277] Illustrations identical to c-d can also be seen in Sargent and
Company [1866 129, 1869 155] An illustration identical
to d also appears In Hawley Brothers Hardware Company
[1884 409] and in Sargent and Company [1904 366]).

had a brass hook-and-eye fastener. Ferrous tacks
were possibly used to fasten a fabric lining or covering. Grave 30 contained a single white metal
coffin hinge, six white metal coffin screws, and 42
matching coffin tacks. Wesolowsky's (1989a:183)
observations of skeletal position for Graves 1, 12,
and 30 did not indicate that the coffins for these
individuals were noticeably ill-fitting. Such a circumstance might support the idea that the three
more elaborate coffins were not simply available
stock, but may have been specially commissioned
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FIGURE 7 Coffin tack styles recovered at Uxbridge a-d,
white metal coffin tacks, plan and profile, e, brass tack,
plan and profile (a, Grave 1 , b, Grave 11, c, Grave 2, d,
Grave 30, e, Grave 27 )

practice of using ready-made, stockpiled coffins;
the different forms of hardware available at a given
time (a function of the vagaries of technological
innovation, marketing, supply, and demand [cf.
Hacker-Norton and Trinkley 1984:49-51]); the
documentary evidence that the Town of Uxbridge
paid little money for paupers’ coffins; and that particular discrepancies in the relative Cost of paupers’
FIGURE 6 White metal coffin Screw styles from Uxbridge
coffins
may not be directly related to status or deca-d, white metal coffin screws, plan and profile (a, Grave
1, b, Grave 4, c, Grave 2, d, Grave 30); e, coffin screws oration but to competitive prices negotiated bewith stripped slots (Grave l ) , f, one example of a wood tween coffin purveyors and the town. The lack of
fragment adhering to the top of a coffin screw (Grave 30), internal evidence of a relative chronology among
possibly indicating the use of “grave arches” or planks
placed laterally across the coffin lid to forestall collapse the graves (Elia 1988:17, 1989c:384) further confounded attempts to link coffin embellishment with
(cf Blakely and Beck 1982 188)
differential status, as plain coffins may simply date
earlier than coffins with decorative hardware.
Other variables studied and found to be indepenfor the individuals interred therein. Then again, the dent of age, sex, race, and coffin embellishment
normal dimensions of the coffins may only have included grave marking, type of grave markers,
and grave location. In sum, interpretations of inbeen fortuitous.
Attempts to interpret intrasite variation in coffin trasite variation at Uxbridge were so excessively
decoration as evidence for differential status posi- qualified as to be inconclusive. The socioeconomic
tions relating to age, sex, and/or racial categories baseline of poverty of the almshouse inmates had
were unconvincing and subsequently abandoned been established through documentary evidence
when faced with a nexus of conundrums that com- and later reinforced by conclusions drawn from the
plicate the observation of differentially embel- osteological data, indicating an institutional samlished coffins. Speculation in this regard revolved ple, generally consisting of “abandoned or oraround a concatenation of events that could have phaned children and . . . the destitute elderly bereft
resulted in decedents being provided with what- of family” (Elia 1989c:382). Provided with this
ever burial containers were on hand, and not pro- socioeconomic background of misfortune, the revided with coffins that matched their (hypotheti- search was not compelled by a search for status
cally) variable status. Considerations included the among the artifacts from the site. It was clear that
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relative status in such an adverse socioeconomic
situation is culturally meaningless. It was possible,
however, to understand the nature of death and
burial at the site (generally minimal mortuary treatment) and to characterize the presence of embellished coffins in the cemetery as an aspect of 19thcentury popular culture.
Elliot (1858:217), in his sentimental novel New
England’s Chattels: or, Life in the Northern Poorhouse, lamented the conditions under which a pauper’s burial took place, saying, “the whole thing
was economically arranged.” It is widely known
that pauper burials were modest (e.g., Elliot 1858:
205-21 1; Chaffin 1886:449; Hoffman 1919:12,
23-26, 51; Kleinberg 1977:203; Ames 1981:651).
The relative paucity of coffin embellishment observed at the Uxbridge site is generally consistent
with what one would expect from a paupers’ cemetery. The coffin remains studied archaeologically
reinforce historical data on the Uxbridge poor relief system: paupers in Uxbridge were generally
provided with minimally decent care at low cost.
Certainly, economic considerations played a large
role in the treatment of the Uxbridge poor, both
during life and at death.
The evidence of embellished coffins, however
stylistically attenuated, can be understood in the
context of the beautification of death movement.
The apparent anomaly of embellished coffins in
the Uxbridge paupers’ burial ground is understandable when the absolute low cost and popularity of
mass-produced coffin hardware is taken into consideration. Rectangular glass view plates, white
metal hardware, brass tacks, and the brass hookand-eye were inexpensive and readily available
items, and regardless of their low cost, were
present on burial containers for the poor. The presence of coffin hardware, such as white metal coffin
fittings and glass view plates, demonstrates that
the carpenters responsible for coffin construction
were familiar with popular, marketable, decorative
styles. The presence of these items on 45 percent
of the coffins from the Uxbridge Almshouse Burial
Ground, then, does not suggest an elevated economic or social status-the sum of evidence from
the site denotes just the opposite. The people buried at town expense were, at death, a socially and
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economically marginal class. Archaeological evidence was invaluable to understanding the material
manifestations of death practices accorded a marginal group. The significance of the data, reflecting a popular trend in American death practices,
was drawn out by reference to historical and archaeological studies of American deathways. The
results of complex social, political, economic, and
technological factors were manifest in the mortuary assemblages uncovered at the site.
Implications for Status-Based Approaches to
Historical Mortuary Assemblages
Decorative coffin hardware at historical cemetery sites has been considered as evidence to infer
rank or status of decedents (cf. Thomas et al. 1977:
410-417; Woodall 1983:17-19; Hacker-Norton
and Trinkley 198451; Trinkley and HackerNorton 1984:13-15; Rose and Santeford 1985b:
135-136, 1985c:156;Bell 1987:15-18; Parrington
1987:57-58; Owsley et al. 1988:90). Nonetheless,
such hardware at the Uxbridge site, a paupers’
burial ground, suggests that status-orientedarchaeological approaches to historical mortuary data
need to be reexamined.
First, by comparing the Uxbridge assemblages
to sites used by black Americans, the roles of ethnicity and economic or social marginality as they
affected material expressions of mortuary behavior
can be considered. Next, a comparison of Uxbridge with other marginal burial sites and with a
cemetery used by wealthy whites shows that the
inference of social status solely based on the presence or absence of coffin furniture may not agree
with known historical socioeconomic contexts.
The resulting analysis suggests that the unqualified
use of status-based interpretive frames is not a tenable approach to surviving material vestiges of historical funerary behavior. Intrasite differences in
coffin embellishment may not be solely related to
economic factors; a particular grave assemblage
may or may not include particular forms of coffin
hardware or even any hardware at all, depending
on the state of technological development at the
time, the vagaries of marketing and supply, the
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In contrast to the mortuary assemblages from
other cemeteries, the Uxbridge site contained no
coffin handles and no engraved coffin plaques.
The two glass view plates were rectangular, unlike
the oval or trapezoidal forms found elsewhere.
And, while it seems to be a function of the date of
the Uxbridge burial ground (cf. Hacker-Norton
and Trinkley 1984:46-47), the site contained neither the thumbscrews nor escutcheons common at
sites dating to the end of the 19th century. FurtherComparisons with Black American
Cemeteries
more, the Uxbridge coffins display none of the
ostentation of the high-quality , mass-produced
While a little under half of the burial containers caskets that appeared in the late 19th century (e.g.,
at Uxbridge had some decorative elements, even Crane, Breed & Company 1867; Columbus Coffin
the decorative elements from the three most elab- Company 1882; National Casket Company 1891).
orate coffins from Graves 1, 12, and 30 appear
minimal compared to burial containers recovered
from most other 19th-century cemeteries, espe- Deathways, Ethnicity, and Economy
cially those (e.g., Oakland, Cedar Grove, and
Mount Pleasant cemeteries) used by blacks. ConExcavations at black American cemeteries prosider the elaborate coffin handles and oval glass vide insight to mortuary practices and beliefs
view plates recovered from the Oakland Cemetery among some segments of the population. Because
in Atlanta, Georgia (Dickens and Blakely 1979; at least some of these groups shared a low socioBlakely and Beck 1982:192, 202), or the frequent economic status (relative to other segments of
appearance of coffin handles, engraved plaques, American society), it is likely that some other facthumbscrews, and escutcheons (lid fasteners), and tor or factors besides status played a role in the
oval glass view plates at the Cedar Grove Ceme- choice of elaborate coffins among some 19th-centery in Lafayette County, Arkansas (Rose 1985b). tury blacks, such as persistent traditional beliefs in
The Mount Pleasant Cemetery (38CH778) in appeasing peripatetic spirits (cf. Pollak-Eltz 1974;
Charleston County, South Carolina, yielded ornate Thompson 1984:132-142; Bell 1987:61-69).
coffin handles, decorative thumbscrews, studs, esThe strength of ethnicity in directing material
cutcheons, seven stamped brass coffin plaques and and social aspects of burial practices (Goodwin
a single engraved, tin-plated copper coffin plaque 1981; Koch 1983; Parrington and Wideman 1986:
(Trinkley and Hacker-Norton 1984:6, 9, passim). 59; Clark 1987:394-395; Thomas 1988) may have
Similar types and quantities of hardware and glass had a deciding impact on the presence of ornate
view plates were also noted at the Millwood Cem- burial containers at some black cemeteries. Among
etery in Abbeville County, South Carolina, possi- others (e.g., Schuyler 1980:viii), Parrington and
bly used by both black and white tenant farmers Wideman (1986:59) recognized the difficulty of
(Orser et al. 1987, 1:398-414; 3:93-106). In ad- “distinguish[ing] between the culture of ethnicity
dition to the assemblages from Oakland, Cedar and the culture of poverty,” especially as those
Grove, Mount Pleasant, and Millwood, compared two ‘‘cultures’’ relate to the material manifestation
above, archaeological excavations at other North of burial practices. Their point is most relevant
American and Caribbean black cemeteries have when attempting to differentiate between docuuncovered similarly complex mortuary assem- mentary and material vestiges of ethnic-specific
blages, both with and without mass-produced burial practices and mortuary treatment based on
hardware (e.g., Combes 1974; Lange and Handler economic exigencies. It may be specious, there1985:25-27; Parrington and Wideman 1986).
fore, to compare the artifact assemblages from

nature of burial (e.g., by a public institution rather
than by family, neighbors, or friends), and a host
of other factors. Given the nexus of variables that
should be considered at the site-level of analysis,
status-based approaches alone are not highly productive means to draw out the complexity of mortuary behavior.
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black cemeteries (presumably used by both the
richer and the poorer from more or less separate
social groups) with the Uxbridge assemblages
(from a burial ground used by a municipality to
bury only the poor from many social groups). Paupers, by definition, occupied the lowest position
on the economic scale, but their ranks were made
up of people drawn from many social corners.
The selection of decorative coffin trimmings by
both mainstream and marginal groups communicates much about these people’s perception of their
place in the society and economy of 19th-century
America. Williams (1982) suggested that mass
consumption of mass-produced items, imitative of
expensive objects, reinforced a need among some
to display the appearance of wealth and to impart a
tenuous sense of security. “The outpouring of new
commodities . . . created a world where the consumer could possess images of wealth without actually having a large income” (Williams 1982:92;
cf. Trachtenberg 1982:130). Williams (1982:5866) illuminated how this consumer revolution,
where most people could acquire objects symbolic
of apparent wealth and belonging, actually accentuated the real social and economic distances between classes. Conspicuous and mass consumption
are dialectical; while attempting to mask socioeconomic inequality, they reveal larger social conflicts (cf. Douglas and Isherwood 1979:12, 89;
Trachtenberg 1982:150-153).
Archaeological reports of burial sites supposedly used exclusively for people on the fringes of
society described even sparser burial containers
than those recovered from Uxbridge (cf. Dailey et
al. 1972; Dethlefsen et al. 1977; Dethlefsen and
Demyttenaere 1977; Leveillee et al. 1977; Sargent
1977; Thomas et al. 1977:398-412; Burnston and
Thomas 1981; Lutz and Rubertone 1982; Kelley
1984; Piper and Piper 1987; Brian Nagel 1989,
pers. comm.). The presence of plain burial containers held together by simple fasteners at these
sites is a complex issue, best approached through
the site-specific historical contexts. As at Uxbridge, some of the interments at these sites probably predate the introduction of mass-produced
hardware. The social contexts of these sitessometimes difficult to characterize for lack of doc-
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umentary information-are also important factors
to consider. The Catoctin Furnace Cemetery
(Burnston and Thomas 1981) and Cunningham
Mound (Thomas et al. 1977) were probably used
by or for slaves. Dailey et al. (1972), Piper and
Piper (1987), and Kelley (1984) reported on cemeteries used or overseen by the military or the government. Testing at the Bridgewater, Massachusetts, Correctional Institution found areas used to
reinter the remains of inmates at a facility that had
various uses as an almshouse, an insane asylum,
and a prison (Leveillee et al. 1977; Lutz and Rubertone 1982). Brian Nagel (1989, pers. comm.)
discussed the excavation of over 300 interments at
the Highland Park Cemetery in Rochester, New
York, associated with an almshouse and asylum
between 1837 and 1862. Only two coffins had
brass hinges, and the broken glass in one grave
could not be definitively interpreted as a view plate
because of disturbance. Personal and religious
items-a brass ring, two crucifixes, and two sets
of rosary beads-are notably present. A report on
limited excavations of burials associated with an
almshouse in Montgomery County, Maryland, operating continuously since the late 18th century,
indicated that “far more grave goods [including
coffin hardware] and differential burial patterns
were discovered than expected” (Rhodes 1987:8).
The nature of interment at these sites, reflecting
in many cases burial overseen by institutions and
not by family or friends, confounds any attempt to
interpret the social status of the decedents simply
from an observation of plain or embellished coffins. The critical relationship between the historical information of decedents unable to pay burial
costs and the observation of minimal burial treatment illuminates the material correlates of poverty,
exploitation, and social distance.
To complicate the issue of class and burial treatment, Parrington’s reports on the 18th- and 19thcentury interments of a group of wealthy white
Philadelphians described “various burial techniques . . . from interment in plain wooden coffins
with simple iron handles to coffins with metal liners and elaborate and ornate cases and handles”
(Parrington 1984:14; see also Parrington 1987:6162). Again, intrasite differences in coffin styles are
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related to the dates of interment (Parrington 1987:
62), and the presence of plain containers may also
be a function of consumer choices not to purchase
elaborate coffins. Perhaps secure in their social
and economic positions, and reflecting their Protestant beliefs, members of the Old St. Paul’s Episcopal Church may not have been inclined to display the appearance of wealth through ornate
burial containers for their dead. As Parrington
(1987:62) indicated, however, interment in vaults
at Old St. Paul’s was more expensive than burial in
earth graves and considered to be more prestigious
and sanitary.
While the quality or quantity of coffin decoration
was often obviously a function of what those responsible were able and willing to pay, the embellishment, per se, of a coffin with fancy hardware
does not necessarily correlate with prominent social
or economic status of the interred individual. The
presence or absence of coffin hardware in a particular grave is a function of a complex chain of
events related to date of burial, technological innovation, marketing and supply, stylistic change,
and consumer preference (cf. Hacker-Norton and
Trinkley 1984:49-5 1). Intrasite mortuary variability can be approached with explicit reference to the
specific socio-historicalcontext of individual cemeteries and the general context of death and burial
in historical America. Documents and other kinds
of material evidence may complement comparisons
of mortuary practices within and between cemeteries and among socioeconomic groups. Grave markers, for example, commemorating individuals or
family groups at 19th-century cemeteries conspicuously display relative expenditures in their material and dimensions (Ames 1981; Clark 1987;
McGuire 1988). Because grave markers are on display to a community far longer than coffins, the
symbolic representation of differential status is
more permanently communicated through grave
markers than through extravagantburial containers.
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subtle and interesting distinctions in coffin decoration. Hacker-Norton and Trinkley’s (1984; Trinkley and Hacker-Norton 1984) influential research
on this aspect of material culture persuaded historical archaeologists that formal aspects of coffin
hardware represented a productive area of mortuary research. Garrow (1987), for example, seriated
coffin hardware in Georgia, providing guidance
for synchronic dating of cemeteries and suggestive
information on diachronic change in stylistic preferences. Interpretive difficulties are posed, however, by the inference that qualitative or quantitative intrasite differences in coffin hardware may be
directly related to the social or economic rank of
interred individuals (cf. Thomas et al. 1977:410417; Woodall 1983:17-19; Hacker-Norton and
Trinkley 1984:51; Trinkley and Hacker-Norton
1984:13-15; Rose and Santeford 1985b:135-136,
1985c:156;Bell 1987:15-18; Parrington 1987:5758; Owsley et al. 1988:90). The unqualified application of status-based interpretive frames to archaeological remains of complex, industrialized
cultures is problematic (cf. Beaudry 1988), as
many of the researchers just cited have realized,
but some have not explicitly acknowledged. The
advent of mass production, for example, blurred
socioeconomic distinctions based on the possession and control of certain objects because previously expensive articles could be cheaply imitated
and globally distributed (Trachtenberg 1982:150153; Williams 1982:92).
Interpretive models to infer rank at prehistoric
mortuary sites (e.g., Bartel 1982) possess only a
highly restricted utility when applied in an analogous manner to mass-produced coffin hardware.
Mass-produced, inexpensive coffin hardware does
not seem analogous to status symbols or grave
goods that marked high ranking interments at prehistoric sites. Status symbols in prehistoric mortuary contexts are generally regarded as “exotic material items” (Tainter 1978:120), requiring a great
energy expenditure to acquire or produce, and presumably restricted to an elite faction. Traditional
Status-Based Interpretations of Historical
mortuary
analyses by prehistorians are geared toMortuary Assemblages
ward inferring rank differentiation, determining
One aspect of recent archaeological investiga- descent or affinity groups, characterizing social ortions at historical Cemeteries is the observation of ganization, and elucidating details of emic belief
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systems (Tainter 1978; Bartel 1982). Tainter
(1978: 121) was unsatisfied with the “extensive reliance archaeologistsplace on grave associations”,
and echoed Brown’s (1971) call for more rigorous
studies that place the description and explanation
of mortuary assemblages within the larger context
of mortuary behavior. Brown and Tainter’s position on the value of a comprehensive archaeological approach to mortuary behavior is embraced in
this analysis. The beautification of death, considered as an archaeological horizon, is particularly
apposite to this interpretive vein. Exclusive attention to historical grave assemblages, disregarding
the socio-historical context of death and burial,
creates some of the same interpretive difficulties
addressed by modern pioneers of archaeological
mortuary study (see Brown 1971; Tainter 1978;
Bartel 1982). Accordingly, rank-based approaches
to historical mortuary sites merit reexamination.
Hacker-Norton and Trinkley (1984:51; Trinkley
and Hacker-Norton 1984:13-15) suggested that
the amount and cost of coffin hardware in a grave
are directly related to the decedent’s rank. While it
is clear that Hacker-Norton and Trinkley were interested in quantifying intrasite mortuary variability, relating the observation to variable cost and
linking relative expenditures to differential status
(Trinkley and Hacker-Norton 1984:13-15), it is
also true that their pioneering research offered a
considerably more complex view of coffin hardware in the economic world of the late 19th- and
early 20th-century South than their status-based
approach suggested. Technological innovation,
marketing, supply, and demand in rural communities affected the availability-and, hence, the archaeological representation-of coffin hardware
(Hacker-Norton and Trinkley 1984:44). Parrington
(1987:57-58), Rose and Santeford (1985b:
135-136, 1985c:156), and Thomas et al. (1977:
410-417) tempered their traditional mortuary
analyses by explicitly recognizing that factors
other than status (e.g ., technological development
and pooling group resources to meet burial expenses) can account for variable mortuary assemblages at historical American sites. Consumer
preferences, ethnicity, and the institution or group
responsible for burial are other mitigating factors
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in the nature of coffin embellishment within and
between sites. Some investigators (e.g., Woodall
1983:19; Bell 1987:57-58,65; Owsley et al. 1988:
90) acknowledge the possibility of using elaborate
burial containers or personal items interred with
the deceased as some measure of status at 19th- or
20th-century sites, but turn to other sources for this
information. For example, Bell (1987:15-26, 7995) gleaned socioeconomic information from primary historical documents and secondary sources
as a point of departure for interpretations relating
to death and burial of a marginal class; Owsley et
al. (1988) focused on variations in grave assemblages, not for identifying status, per se, but as a
means to differentiate civilian and military burials;
Woodall (1983:7, 17-19) proposed that the relative
depth of meticulously dug grave pits, certainly representing considerably effort on the part of grave
diggers working in the hard clay of the Carolina
Piedmont, is positively correlated to the status of
the interred when interpreted in a systemic framework of relative energy expenditure.
Physical evidence of nutritional inadequacy,
trauma, and high mortality among 19th-century
black American cemetery populations has been detailed using skeletal remains (Rose and Rathbun
1987) at some of the same sites where high rank of
individuals has been inferred using coffin hardware. Such evidence accentuates the unsatisfying
conclusions drawn from a reductive reliance on
status-based models; as Thomas (1988:115) concluded in his overview of mortuary variability in
16th- and 17th-century Spanish Florida, “it is
clear that simplistic categorizations such as ‘high
status’ and ‘low status’ serve to obscure considerably more than they clarify. ” Lange and Handler
(1983, Parrington et al. (1986), Rose (1985a),
and Rose and Rathbun (1987) made critically important links between physical evidence from
black cemeteries regarding nutrition, health, and
mortality with the historical fact of exploitation
and discrimination experienced by 19th-century
black Americans. Relating these findings to surviving material vestiges of mortuary behavior
shows that black Americans, along with other marginal social groups, actively participated in popular cultural traditions. The limited use of coffin
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hardware in adult graves by two early 20th-century
Choctaw families in Oklahoma may be a case in
point (Ferguson 1983:7, 11, 15). Even within
communities struggling under social, economic,
and physical stress, funeral ritual, shaped by popular culture, was used to distinguish highly regarded individuals at their deaths (cf. Bell 1987:
42, 61-68). That such efforts may have included
the use of decorative coffin hardware, symbolic of
apparent wealth, is likely. Yet, such practices
among marginal classes underscore their desires to
bridge the real socioeconomic distance between
classes by relying on cheap but highly symbolic
objects.
Advances in mass production and distribution of
coffin fittings, the continuity of local coffin construction after the appearance of ready-made,
mass-produced coffins, and consumer strategies
(e.g., fraternal burial insurance) followed by different social classes could work alone or in tandem
essentially to mask economic distinctions in coffin
styles. Toward the end of the 19th century, some
firms produced high-quality caskets and silver coffin trimmings that could, one supposes, enable
those who wished to reinforce class distinctions to
do so through ostentatious display of an expensive
casket (Crane, Breed & Company 1867; Columbus
Coffin Company 1882; National Casket Company
1891; Bell 1987:17, 42, 57, 63). While an expensive casket can function as conspicuous display,
mass-produced coffin hardware was inexpensive
and used in the burials of many low-status groups.
Hacker-Norton and Trinkley (1984:50-5 l ) observed that by reducing the number of items on a
coffin or using less-expensive hardware styles,
coffins could retain a decorative, richer appearance
but actually cost less. Such saving measures are
one aspect of Hacker-Norton and Trinkley’s (1984:
51) understanding that coffin hardware could be
used to “denote ‘apparent’ status as well as ‘real’
status. ” Inexpensive coffin hardware, however,
did not denote real socioeconomic status at all.
Rather, like many mass-produced items, coffin
hardware was embraced even by the lower socioeconomic classes in an effort to conceal their real
socioeconomic disparity. In Douglas and Isherwood’s (1979:11-12) perspective, poverty is not
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defined by a want or lack of goods, it is defined by
a lack of social involvement: “goods are neutral,
the issues are social.” The profusion of goods created by mass production did not ameliorate socioeconomic distance between classes.
Instead of viewing archaeological assemblages
from mortuary sites as directly equated with status,
the surviving material evidence from 19th-century
cemeteries provides richer interpretations when
seen in light of popular changes in mortuary ritual.
In the case of the Uxbridge Almshouse Burial
Ground, this interpretive angle helped to explain
the apparent anomaly of embellished coffins in a
paupers’ burial ground. The observation that similar material items related to mortuary behavior
have been recovered from archaeological contexts
throughout North America, coupled with what is
known about deathways in 19th-century America,
leads to the conclusion that some aspects of a popular movement regarding proper burial of the dead
were shared, in various ways, among many social
and economic groups. When cast against the technological and social transformations of 19th-century industrialization, mass production and mass
consumption can be acknowledged, dialectically,
as a means to mediate persistent socioeconomic
disparity.
Conclusions
Coffin builders who used popular decorative elements were responding to changes taking place in
American deathways, a transformation marked by
the increasing commercialization of death-related
paraphernalia. Decorative coffin hardware is a
small but definite embodiment of the beautification
of death, a major cultural phenomenon that had a
profound effect on the context of death and burial
among most social groups in 19th-century America.
Funerary treatment accorded to some paupers in
Uxbridge was consistent with the humanitarian and
pragmatic rationale for the support of the poor.
Pauper burials were meant to provide minimal
Christian burial rites for those who could not pay
for them. Decisions by many levels of the town
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and state government, however, restricted the
amount of money available to bury the poor. Unlike the deathways of other social groups, the Uxbridge paupers had no choice in the nature of their
funeral rituals. The mortuary assemblages from the
site reflect the minimal funerary treatment accorded a marginal group dependent on policial
structures for economic relief. Such minimally decent treatment enabled the Town of Uxbridge symbolically and literally to exclude the dependent
poor from the community, while reconciling
Christian ethics and political mandates. While the
town seemingly fulfilled its Christian duties by
what it perceived to be “humane and laudable”
treatment of the Uxbridge poor, treatment that was
‘‘fit, proper and rational,” the minimal nature of
the burials is a clear testimony of the status accorded the poor, a group that the town made no
effort to remember and who were, in fact, forgotten
(cf. Cook 1989:48-49; Elia 1989a:5-8).
The absence of any indications of extravagant
preparations for burial and the lack of any efforts
to memorialize individual deaths suggests that the
better known, elaborate aspects of the beautification of death had a negligible role in the death
practices associated with the Uxbridge poor. The
Uxbridge Almshouse Burial Ground, with its rude
markers of quarry waste and fieldstone, stood in
stark contrast to the landscaped “rural” cemeteries
that were veritable statuary gardens. The Uxbridge
coffin builders only expressed their contact with
popular culture in the few fittings and minor departures in coffin styles observed at the site.
In comparison to most archaeological grave assemblages at other cemeteries, the Uxbridge examples reinforce the historical conclusions that
pauper burials in Uxbridge were minimal. Nonetheless, the presence of any coffin hardware at a
paupers’ burial ground emphasizes the problematic
nature of archaeological inferences directly linking
coffin hardware with SOCiOeCOnOmiC Status. ECOnomic factors alone do not account for the presence of decorated coffins at Uxbridge or at other
cemeteries used to inter low-status 19th-century
Americans. Given the limitations of status-based
approaches to historical mortuary data, less COnfidence should be placed on the reliability of mass-
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produced coffin hardware as an unequivocal indication of socioeconomic rank of interred
individuals.
In applying a template of traditional archaeological mortuary analyses, originally formulated to
discern rank and descent in preindustrial cultures,
historical archaeologists must consider the larger
historical and cultural context of death and burial
in industrializing America. The application of status-based mortuary analyses seems to be confounded by the recognition that coffin hardware is
not strictly analogous to grave goods in a prehistoric context. The concomitant development of
mass production, mass marketing, and mass consumption, along with advances in distribution systems, allowed inexpensive, decorative coffin hardware to be used in the burials of the socially and
economically marginal. As with other inexpensive, mass-produced objects, symbolic of apparent
wealth, coffin hardware was embraced by socially
disenfranchised groups to mask the real nature of
socioeconomic distance between classes.
In tandem, historical and archaeological studies
of mortuary behavior can explore traditional deathways among historical America’s disparate
groups, seeking out the effects of popular culture
and mass consumption on behavior and taste. Historical mortuary sites represent a unique source of
data on deathways and may provide the only detailed information about the influence of popular
culture on American death practices along the social spectrum.
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